
Introduction

Large enterprises in all sectors of the global economy run 
their daily operations in an almost paperless environ-
ment. Paper-based operations are rapidly disappearing 
from the business environment, and corporate manage-
ment policies now work with paperless systems, where 
aspects such as long-term electronic archiving of all 
documents bring added value.

Borderless operations have increased throughout 
multinational companies which increases the creation 
and transmission of electronic documents within and 
between companies, in different countries around the 
world as well as the retention of the data in an electronic 
format over time.

To respond to this, it has become necessary to establish 
a regulatory framework that provides the security 
and authenticity required for business activities 
taking place in both the private and public sectors.

With this legal framework a regulated system has 
developed which defines how electronic archiving 
with probative value should work in both the B2B 
scope and B2G compliance scope required for today 
business processes. Companies equate traditional 
paper documents with the new, much more efficient, 
flexible and secure electronic formats. The result is 
companies no longer need to manage large volumes of 
physical business documents, such as invoices, orders, 
payrolls, and contracts, etc.

Compliant Data Archiving

The European Union has developed a regulatory 
framework that provides legal certainty and security to 
electronic activities taking place in both the public and 
private sectors of the economy. These security mecha-
nisms are enshrined in Regulation No 910/2014 (eIDAS) 
on electronic identification and trust services for 
electronic transactions in the domestic market. The 
standard, known as eIDAS, in effect as of July 1, 2016. 

EDICOMLta
Long-Term e-Archiving Service.

This way, secure interaction in a digital environment is 
possible, removing regional legal barriers and facilitating 
electronic management of transactions which previously 
required a physical presence.

The application of eIDAS regulation and trust services 
equates electronic documents to their traditional 
counterparts on paper.
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Modernize your Electronic Archiving 

Document Accessibility: Files archived on the 
platform are linked by metadata that can enable 
organization of hierarchies and facilitates subsequent 
queries and retrieval of documents.

Documents Hierarchy: EDICOMLta lets you archive 
the full cycle followed by each electronic document. For 
example, in a commercial relationship the electronic 
invoice is kept linked to the purchase order and 
despatch advice or advance shipping notice. Keeping all  
the documents accessible via links.

Document Audit: The electronic signatures and seals 
on the files are submitted to periodic checks to main-
tain the attributes of integrity and authenticity provi-
ded. The audit also monitors the interactions of each 
user on the archived documents.

Integration with applications: EDICOMLta can be 
integrated with in-house corporate management 
systems or with Edicom's EDI and Electronic invoicing 
solutions. By automating the archiving and safekeeping 
of these electronic documents, the entire process takes 
place in compliance with the qualified long term 
archiving directives.
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Service developed in compliance with the 
tehcnological security requirements laid down 
in EU Regulation 910/2014 (eIDAS), on electro-
nic identification and trust services for electro-
nic document archiving. 

Long-Term 
“Certified” Archiving 

By preserving the legal conditions of documents and 
files treated under by qualified trusted service 
providers it is necessary that digital archiving applies 
the same security policies as laid down in the eIDAS 
regulation. 

An electronic archiving system covered by eIDAS regula-
tion must have the capacity to keep electronic signatu-
res, stamps and certificates linked to the electronic 
documents being archived over time.

Access to legal evidence: EDICOMLta allows the user 
to retrieve the archived documents easily. Users can 
also access and download the file with the electronic 
audit certifying the integrity and authenticity of the 
data over time, to demonstrate the legal validity to 
third parties.

Data Reversibility: The recovery of batches of 
information and data is a need for todays companies. 
To this end, EDICOM guarantees the recovery and 
transfer of all archived documents and their eviden-
tiary proofs, such as signatures, time stamps, record of 
the archive life cycles, event records, etc..



How EDICOMLta works
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Service Access: EDICOMLta provides customized web environment with high-level security access 
authenticating the users before accessing the platform.

Document Capture: There are three ways to archive documents onto the archiving platform: 
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Drag & Drop: 
Allows the user to drag and drop a document from their desktop to the application.

Transfer: 
Semi-automatic process for upload a high volume of files via a massive upload using a web 
service request.

Automated:  A connector installed in the client's system will automatically export the docu-
ments to be archived in the EDICOMLta service.

Certified Custody: The electronic signature and timestamping mechanisms applied to the files and documents 
guarantee the integrity and authenticity of the data protected on the platform.

Metadata Generation: The platform enables web templates for the creation of structures for handling 
metadata. The metadata XML file can also be generated automatically for processes in which direct integration 
between applications is prioritized.
 
Document Management: The platform incorporates different kinds of tools to create hierarchies for docu-
ment storage, to speed up search and optimize work overall. Electronic archiving, modification of documents, 
creation of folders, search files, favorites, document list, download and share options, and so on.

Gathering Evidence: Permanent tracking of legal proofs and evidence of actions performed during archiving 
and the life cycle of documents provide legal audits which can help in proving legal validity to third parties. 
Proof of creation, evidence of origin, evidence of modification evidence of deletion, evidence of downloads and so on.
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www.edicomgroup.com

**Solo para llamadas desde el país indicado

 

info_global@edicomgroup.com

Brasil

Argentina +54 (11) 5443 8050 
info_argentina@edicomgroup.com

+55 (11) 3154 5100 
info_brazil@edicomgroup.com

Colombia +57 (1) 795 3970 
info_colombia@edicomgroup.com

España +34 961 366 565
info_spain@edicomgroup.com

France +33 (0) 820 360 330 
info_france@edicomgroup.com

Italia +39 02 0064 0402 
info_italy@edicomgroup.com

México +52 (55) 52 12 15 66 
info_mexico@edicomgroup.com

U.S.A.  +1 212 889 1909 
info_usa@edicomgroup.com

EDICOM GLOBAL

Deutschland +49 1801 000 111

België

Chile

Ecuador

Guatemala

Nederland

Morocco

Peru

Polska

Portugal

Russia

United Kingdom

Uruguay

+32 (0) 78 790 052

+56 2 595 2823

+593 1800 000441

+502-23784851

+31 (0) 207086282

212520426058**

+51 17052264

+48 22 307 15 05

+351 707 786 678

+7 (495) 463 17 01

+44 (0) 871 277 0028

000 416 205 1339**

INTERNATIONAL PHONES

**Calling only from the country associated to the phone number

** Seulement pour les appels réalisés depuis le pays

** Solo per chiamate dal paese indicato

**Apenas para chamadas do país referenciado

Honduras 800 5041 0061**


